Linea Rossa by Inforad

Beat the economic crisis
T

he crisis is here! But Inforad has the answer, we have produced a new GPS Inforad product with the
same high performance like it’s predecessor the K1, again it’s very small and even cheaper.

Performance of our Speed camera warning system
The INFORAD K0 is size of a USB Key and is the smallest GPS Speed Camera Warning System. It’s high accuracy
knows your exact location when travelling (thanks to the built in GPS system, the K0 protects and warns you when
entering and while in a speed camera zone).

Inforad K0:Small but Powerful
INFORAD K0 uses the same technology that has been tried and tested
in the other Inforad Models, and most notably it is famous for using the
SiRFstarIII for GPS Satellite connectivity.
Much smaller and lighter than it’s older brother the INFORAD K1,
even though smaller it does not weaken or impair in it’s performance,
because of it’s small size it allows you to position it anywhere on the dash
board.

Unbeatable Price
The K0 has been created to help everyone in the economic crisis:
By streamlining the K1 version and still maintaining the high
functionality. It makes the K0 the cheapest GPS warning speed
camera on the market. Now everyone can afford to have there
own GPS Speed camera warning system.

Linea Rossa by Inforad :
As with all our products from the K
range, the K0 has an elegantly designed
Black cover with two red non skid strips
which is the signature feature from our
«Linea Rossa range by Inforad».

European Database
Like all INFORAD products, the K0 comes with a it’s renowned
European database and Free Life-Time updates.
The Updates are available to download onto your unit using the
Inforad Manger software for free at www.gpsinforad.com.
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Specifications

Sound Alarms

GPS receiver:
TM
SiRFstarIII
Accuracy:
Position: <10m RMS -speed < to 1Km/h
Processor:
RISC 32 bits ARM7 at 49MHz
Memory:
Processor 128Kb - RAM 8Mb
Audible alerts:
Sound
Power:
Cigar lighter adapter
Input 12/24V,
Output: 5VDC - 850mA max.
Dimensions:
Length 75mm Width 25mm
Height 10mm - Weight 20grs (o.7 oz)
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